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Forward to Basics Through Sentence-Combining

Edgar H. SchnLer

Everywhere Illse days 1S-Sople are heeding the Call 'o, go back

the "basics." That is, basically, ll right wilJi me; for.I woUld say
_.:

(begging forgiveness of Robert Frost), "School's t e rlight place for
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basics; I don't.know where,they're likely to go better." But that.

schools ought to teach basics is not really an issue. The real issues

are whai truly are the basics and how do we best teach them.

Judging from what is actually,happening in English classeooms across

the nation, teachers, administrators; parents, and, alas, even many stu-

dents seem to think that the study of traditional school gramMar is the

most basic basic we have. We ha e gone back to diagramming sentences.and

4

conjugating verbS. Everywhere s udents are being drilled on the parts of

speech. Everywhere they are underlining subjects ,onie and predicates

twic Everywhere students are being taught definitions that do not

. ,

define and rules that do not rule,

We have, in short,.under the "baCk to basics" banner, returned tO

a conservative, anachronistic, and pedagogically ineffective s6hoo1room

tradition. Yet most of what was taught iA the grammar aspect of that

tradition was.nA basic, and the instructional,model used in that tradi-
. /

tion--which is rule or definition, examples, exercises- was a poor model

for teaching most children. If I am right that the real issues are

what the'basics are and how'we best teach them, then the r al issues

-)
are being ducked by the ilogan-followers.



Although my main intention here Is to make some p sitive, forward-

looking contributions to the,"basics" movement, I have made some serious

7s against the sctoolrooM4radition; and perhaps I should give at

least some-indication) f howd would document those charges before mov-
,

ing on.

Why We Shouldn't Go Back

It has been my 'observation that an inordinate amount of time is

r spent in traditional-grammar classes on the parts of speech. Students

are taught, for example; to distinguish between nouns and verbs. Now,

to "know" (in one sense of that verb) the difference between a noun and

a verb is rock-bottom basic; for if we couldn't inake that distinction,

. .

we could neither speak nor write. But a native 4,peaker of a language

already has that kind of knowledge before he or she goes,to school.

what grounds then do wO' justify teaching,students to memorize'defini-

2.

tions and to label parts of speech? Alt ough sUch knowledge may be of

some benefit to who will study a foretgn language and may oc-

casionally help wi" the teaching of punctuation and usagen it hardly

deserves to be ca4ed basic. Studghts may learn to speak and write

beautifully 'with Oo knowledge whatsoever (in the formal sense) of parts

of speCE---Convcfrsely, students may know formal grammar as well as a
11

drill set:pant' ows coMmands and still be hopelessly poor communicators,

. I

6

I. have all charged that tradit school grammar is pedagogically

1 e ective. ake-the traditional definition of "verb" as an example.
i

That part of s eech is usually defined as a word that expresses "action"

or "statie of bling.'.". First-of all, the'Concept, "state of being," is)

so hazy ,'that it should be drOpped. Secondly, thousands of nounS express 4
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state bf being (as opposed to a mere handful of verbs). Thirdly, many

words express action but are not verbsparticiples, infinitives, gerunds,

and even some nouns, for example. And lastly, many verbs express neither

action nbr'state ot being, including such commonly used verbs as have,

need, weigh, and resemble".. I exclude from this category thoSe verbS that

express what textbook writers'Ithese days are calling "mental.action,"

though I confess that I find this concept hard to grasp. Perhaps students

have an easier time with it.

Do not think that the definition of "verb" is an exception. One can

easily do a similar mask-lifting job on virtuilly any definition in the

school-grammar lexicon.

well in the traditional

the typical definitions

What is the upshot of all this?

Indeed, there is evidence that students who do

grammar class.dcoo by ignoring rather than using

Tr

To me, at least, it means that we

must not go back to basics but rather forward io them. And it is about

4
one particular means of moving fbrward to basicg that I woul

speak today. The basic is

combining apprOach.

writing, and the

'How Sentence Combining Works

Those who are interested

like to 4

means is the sentence-

can find a history of sentence combining in

FraRk O'Hare's booklet entitled Sentence Combining, publish by'the NCTE

in 1973. Tha same pamphlet describes O'Hare's research wi hfsome classes

of seventh gers et Florida High School. O'Hare is also the author of

the paperback textbook, Sentencecraft, pUblished by dinn in 1975. We used

that text in Allentown in the spring of 1975 in In experiment with four

classes of ninth-graders. The average verbal IQ of the group as a whole

4
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was 104; the zo teachers involved had no previous experience with either

transformational-grammar or the sentence-combining approach. Each class

used the O'Hare text for approximately 45 hours .and covered about 90

per cent of the book.

Since the initial experiment, many other teachers have tithed the

.approach, though not necessarily the O'Hare text. We have used it with

the best and with the worst students we have and in every grade from

fifth to tenth. --Wherever we have tried it, it has worked. However; the

only formal experimentation whoseyesults are complete is the ninth-grade

experiment referred.to above; thus all figures given below are from that

research-.

Before giving figures and discussing the values of the technique,

let us see how well you do on the sentence-combining problems on the

two f011owing handouts. (See-SENTENCE-COMBINING and WRITING A_STORY.)

1The purpose of the first handout is to introduce you to the three

main sentence-combining signals. Once you grasp these, you can write

hundreds of sentenc -comnining problems of your own: The second hand-

mit illustrates the kind .of thing you can do once the basic signals are

mastered. Keep in mind that I have designed these handouts for your

use, to provide an overview of the approach. Although I have sticcess-

fully used these two handouts in a fifth-grade mentally gifted class,

would ordinarily proceed much more slowly' in working with students.

For.example, in a given class on a.given day, one might use ten

pairs of sentences, each of which might géal with the appositive phrase.

The appropriate sa,gna1--under1ining if one is doing appositives--would

5
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SENTENCE- COMBINING

The basic idea of the program is to combine sets of short sentences
into longer sentences. In order to do this, one has to become farriiliar
with three sentence-combining signals.

I. The parentheses signal. When something appears in the parentheses at
the end of a sentence, use it at the beginning of that line. After y?u
have it there, write the t(wo sentences as one. Always write the first
sentence first.

I haven't seen her.
She was a little girl. since)

2. The underlining signal. When something is undeTlined, use only that
part of that sentence. Throw away the rest of the sentence. Then
put the underlined words in the be3t place in the previous sentence.
IMPORTANT: Never add any words,unless they are shown in paren-
theses at the end of a sentence.

Mr. Jones was shoutir.
Mr. Jones%was our fo tball coach.

T SOMETHING signal. When you see the word "something" printed
in capital letters, it means "put something else in this place." You
:first take atkt.,.SOMETHING. Then you put in its place whatever you
find in the next line.

Alice said SOMETHING.
She knew the answer.

Now try the following corriplex sentence-combining problem:

.

Marcie realized SOMETHING.
She was supposed to like Walt Whitman. (that)
Walt Whitman was the famous American poet.
She h'ated him. (, but)

4



WRITING A STORY

You can write part la story about a famous AmericarCindian athlete
by doing the sentence-com ining problems below. For each4roblem,

. write your sentence on your paper. Then write the next sentence right

after it. (Paragraph where-necessary.)

1. Jim Thorpe spent his early years fishing.

Jim Thorpe was an American Indian.
He spent his early years hunting. (,)

He. spent his early years swimming. (,and)

There were few schools for Indians. (because)

He was young. (when)

2. He spent years in physical activities. .(because)

His body became strong.
His body became hard. (and

He learned to run and jump like a deer. (*and)

Jim grew older, however. (as)

He began to realize SOMETHING.

' Education was also important. (thaq

J. Fortunately, many people felt SOMETHING.
Indians should be able to go to school. (that)

Indians wanted an education. (who)

These people started ichoels for Indians. (,and)

5.. Jim Thorpe got his chance.

He got his chance for an education.

\ They opened an Indian school. (when)

They Opened it in Carlyle, Pennsylvania.

He lived there. (where)
4

6. He learned to read. (although)

He.learned to write. (and)

Jim always loved sports best.
He became a star.. (;and)

He became a star in five sports.

He was still in school. (while)



be discussed, and perhaps an example or two_would be done. Than the

students would do the remaining problems. 'When all have finished, the

teaCher asks students to read answers aloud and asks if the answers are

good English sentences. Ideally,:he correctness of the responses is

determined'by the'vote of the.students, but the tblkher may enter when

the vote is 50-50 or close to that. There are, of course, many variations

on this 6asic model.

4
What Are the Admantages of This_Approach?

First f all, sentence combining acquaints students with the resources

f their language by actively involving them in using these resources.

Students don't merely underline appositive phrases, for example, they

write sentences' containing them. :;ote That this method allows one to

introduce some difficult structures at a comparatively young age. This

is in marked contrast to the termin.ology-dominated traditional approach.

One cannot ask a sixth-grader to write a gerund phrase, for\example,

because the sixth-grader'won't know what the teacher is talking.about.

But through sentence combining it is very easy to teach students to write

gerund phrases.

As students meet and use the resources of 'their language, a second

benefit of the program ensues: They write maturer sentences. At least

this is what O'Hare-(and others) have found. In our Allentown experi-.

ment, the results were not as dral4tic as those achieved by O'HareAut

three of the four classes wrote\siEnificantly maturer sentences at the

end of the experiment. Given-the fact that students spent only.45 hours

on sentence-combining activities, we were very pleased with our results.



6.

(For a discussion of the concept of sentence maturity. see O'Hare's

Sentene Combining.)

Third, there is ample evidence that sentence-combining activities

improve writing competence in general. When we asked twelfth-grade

English teachers to make holistic judgments of writing quality, giving

them pairs of essays written by studrnts in the experimental groups, the

post-experimental essays Were judged better than the pro nxperimental

essays 74.2 per cent of the time. These teachers had no knowledge of

the experiment and could not tell which of the two essays was pre-,or.

post-experimental. O'Hare and others have achieved equally good or even

better results when comparing experimental groups with-doRtrol groups.

Fourth, the program may help students avoid the writing of frag-

1

ments and run-ons. I say "may" because we did not use a control group.

But we did find that there were. 34 per Fent fec.ier fragments and 15 per

cent fewer run-ons in the post-exPerimental essays than in the pre-

experimental essays. These figures do not take into account the fact tha:t

-thg students wrote lo:iger essays at the end of the experiment than they

had initiLly.

If we may assurne that the length of a piece.of writing is an index

of a student's self-confidence, then a fifth pOssible advantage of the

sentence-combining approaCh is improvement in self-confidence. Although

our students had tlie same amount of time to write their post-experimental

tssays as theidid their pre-experimental essays, all classes wrote

longer essays at the end than they had at the beginning of the experiment.

-/

It is worth noting that the group with the lowest verbal rQ (90.§) made'

9
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the most dramatic gain in this respect. Their post-experimental essays

-were 3I-per cent longer t.ham their pro-experimenta1 essays.

A sixth possible advantage is improvement in spelling. During our

experiment no attention was given to spelling as such, yet there Were

22 per cent fewer words misspelled in the final essays than in the initial

bessays. When one remembers that the sentence-combining method requires

students to write far more frequently than they normally wouldjand that

it stresses the copying of correctly spelled words, this statistic is-

much less surprising than it might at first seem.

Seven1 lessons can be so struCtured as to promote or reinforce

the mastery of standard English. For instance, one can consciously

build into the combining problems such written usage problems as the

to/too contrast or the they're/their/there contrast. This is not done

in the O'Hare text, but it doubt be done in the future. (We

are doing it now in Allentown.) If one uses oral recitation of the

answers to problems--as O'Hare reports having done--one might also

achieve gains in spoken usage.

Finally, since pUnctuation is dealt with 'erectly and at the same

time that students are writing, there may be some gains in punctuation

skills. Another reason for hoping for such gains is that th rules for

correct punctuation are learned without reliance upon grammatical

terminology.

With all these real or potential advantages, one might wonder

whether there are any disadvahtagps. We found only 6ne. Approximately'

3 out of every 10 students in our experiment reported a negative



attitude toward %entence cqmbining at the end of the experiment. We are

not disturbed by thin finding for three reanons. First of all, many

more !audent,; reported great satisfaction with the program and truly

enjoyed the challenge of the sentence-combining problems. Secondly,

wbodid a great deal of sentence combining over a very short period of

time, and this seemed to have caused some students to become "bored."

Such a reaction could be'lessened by spreading the work over a longer

period of time. Thirdly, would the same students who had a negai'lve-

response to sentence combining have a more positixe response to other,

___Jilare, traditional, methods for achieving the same ends? I doubt it.
_ _

Although none of our students said anything about the matter, some

might object to sentence combining on the ground that students are

constantly dealing with someone else's "thoughts" and are not expressing

their own. This would be a valid.objection, I think, if sentence'

combining were meant to replace the composition aspect of the English

program. But that is not its purpose at all. Its purpodp is to replace

the "grammar" ..art of the English program and to do it whilej.mproving
V

the composition part, which the traditional teaching of traditional

school grammar never managed to do. There is nothing in sentence

combining that prevents students from doing their Own writing; in EaCt,

all research indicates that it helps them to do.their own Writing better.

It may even make them better thinkers.

Conclusion: Back to Which Basics?

By now it is obvious that I believe we muSt be concerned with real

basics--such as improving our students' abilities to use their language--

and'ithat in order to foster the mastery of such basics we cannot rely on
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the methods of the past. In short, 1 believe that we must go forward

Ao'hasies. Nevertheless, I would .1ke to conclude this seASion, some-

what tronteally,. by calling to you: urgent attention SQUIC "basics" well

worth goinglAck to. They are'not :he sort of"content basics" with

which everyone seems so concerned. They might be cailed "learning-theory

basics." Although marchers under :le "basicsg.banner usually forget

about theSe, without them all else is false gesturipg, aimless fluttering

in the wind.

The first of the learning-theory basics is Piaget's doctrine of readi-

ness. Not very long ago I had an emergency call from a young, new teacher

who was in great distress because ,I;le could not teadh the terminology"of
1

traditional grammar to a below-average class of eighth-grade students.

An excellent and highly intellig eacher, she nevertheless A tniled

to consider the possibility tht s could not and should not te, 4er

students this material because the., were not ready to learil it. She was

being swept up in the4"basics" tide, but at least she was sensitive enough

to notice tliat her students were learning nothing. Would that many other

teachers could develop the same se7.3itivity. One of the greatest dangers

of the,basics movement is that we continue to ignore Piaget and

"teach" too much, too soon.

Secondly, we* must not forget ;iat the behaviorial psychologists have

taught us about the advantages of s-.Lccess or reward over failure or

punishment in promoting learning. :'emembering that, we'should be able to

see that doing grammar exercises i a very rich form of punishment for

children who do not know how to do them and who always get their Rapers

14. 12
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back With 'Os" cr'
ttT

7 t -MUg.16c§ting that .we coddle: students but
- ...; - , -

r

:that we teach them.
.

-
Bloom and other aa ates of mastery teAchingbelieve that We.can,

teach virtually anything t eye,Aly child ho is ready to. learn it. But
,

the carrot is an "A,A nict,the thre ol'1 hickory:stick. -We all know

-

that nipthin6 succaeds like success, but we dori't always act as if we-knew

it. Incidentallythe sentence-combining strategy is one that practicIlly

guarantees sOccess at every step df the way.

Thirdly, let ds not for4et John bewey's injunction that we learn

best by doing. .There is much too much passivity on the part of students.

in the traditional grammar clasdroom. I observed a class not long4go in

0

which 100 per cent of the talking was done by the teacher. When he,

4
paused (and he did'so occasionally) to ask if there were any questions,

not a single student opened his or her mouth, If the teacher took this

as a sign that the students were following him, he was woefully-mistaken.

I didn't understand wh - he was saying a good deal of the time. Not
--

passive stddentaccept .ce but active stUdent imvolvement must be our

guide if we -really care-about teaching. Note once again that this is a

*.
keystone of the sentence-combining method.

7 For my last basic I wouldlike o very far back indeed--to Arist tfe.

' But before rebinding you What Aristotle said,. I would like to call your

Antion to an item qp/he EducatinwIl Qualiiy Assessment tests that
,

are being given throughout Penns, vani . That item asks teacherVirwhether

their students are interested-in leavning. In one school whose results I

have seen, 83 per cent of the teachers kaid that students were not interested
n

in learning.. Has human nature changed, then, since Aristotle wrote, "All

13



..men.by n'ature.desire to-know"?

dOubt that hvmdn nature has Changed in this respect, and I

suggest-that.:the quiestion the teaChers were really responding to then
.

they gave that overwhelmingly, negative respOnse was that the atu4ents
. -

were ilct interested in learning what they_werl'teaching them. Certainly

students are'hot interestedmoat of them, at least--in parsing or

diagramming sentences. But that does not mean-that they do not desire

to know. Obterve any primar5i-level class and you will quickly see that,-

U.

children desire to know. Our concern must be to keep this flame alive

and not kill it by a misguided,effort td go back to "basics."

4
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